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Confocal Raman microscopy is currently used for label-free optical sensing and imaging within the biological,
engineering, and physical sciences as well as in industry. However, currently these methods have limitations,
including their low spatial resolution and poor focus stability, that restrict the breadth of new applications.
This paper now introduces differential-confocal controlled Raman microscopy as a technique that fuses differ-
ential confocal microscopy and Raman spectroscopy, enabling the point-to-point collection of three-dimensional
nanoscale topographic information with the simultaneous reconstruction of corresponding chemical information.
The microscope collects the scattered Raman light together with the Rayleigh light, both as Rayleigh scattered and
reflected light (these are normally filtered out in conventional confocal Raman systems). Inherent in the design of
the instrument is a significant improvement in the axial focusing resolution of topographical features in the image
(to ∼1 nm), which, when coupled with super-resolution image restoration, gives a lateral resolution of 220 nm.
By using differential confocal imaging for controlling the Raman imaging, the system presents a significant
enhancement of the focusing and measurement accuracy, precision, and stability (with an antidrift capability),
mitigating against both thermal and vibrational artefacts. We also demonstrate an improved scan speed, arising as
a consequence of the nonaxial scanning mode.
Published by Chinese Laser Press under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. Further distribution of this work
must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the published article’s title, journal citation, and DOI.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last four decades, conventional confocal Raman
microscopy (CRM) has attracted considerable interest by pro-
viding a method of generating both two- and three-dimensional
chemical mapping, creating images that have come to be called
“molecular fingerprints.” The current methods combine the
characteristics of Raman spectroscopy with the topographic im-
aging of confocal microscopy, enabling analytical applications
in materials [1–3], biomedical sciences [4–6], and physical
chemistry [7–9]. There are, however, a number of limitations
associated with the technique. For example, these microscopes
have been designed by using a single optical path for both topo-
graphic and Raman mapping or imaging. Since the intensity of
Raman scattered light is ca. 10−6 times weaker than that of
Rayleigh scattered light, in order to obtain good signal-
to-noise ratio, the size of the pinhole used in creating the con-
focal image has typically been significantly larger (∼ hundreds
of micrometers) in diameter than the focused beam at the pin-
hole, thereby limiting the microscopes’ resolution. Where
smaller pinholes have been used to improve this aspect of the
performance, this has resulted in a decrease in the Raman signal
intensity.
The need to use a large pinhole in current microscopes also
leads to a poor focus sensitivity near the focal point of the con-
focal system’s axial response curve and thus reduces the precision
and accuracy of the axial focus in CRM; see Fig. 1. Furthermore,
conventional CRMs have a low lateral image resolution [10].
Alternative implementations of CRM, developed to im-
prove the spatial resolution, have either used phase plates to
reduce the point spread function (PSF) [11], structured light
confocal Raman spectroscopy [12,13] to compress the excita-
tion spot, or super-resolution image restoration confocal
Raman spectroscopy [14,15]. These techniques have practical
limitations, including the complexity of the instrumentation,
the nature of the samples that can be studied, and fluctuations
in the signal levels during point-by-point imaging. Typically,
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these iterations in the design have led to a reduction in the
range of applications to which they can be applied. Importantly,
the techniques described above [11–15] also either decrease the
spectral excitation efficiency due to the significant reduction in
excitation light intensity, and/or rely upon image postprocess-
ing techniques, which in themselves do not improve the inher-
ent spatial resolution.
In addition to having low spatial resolution, conventional
CRMs are affected by poor long-term focus stability. This is
particularly important in Raman imaging, since again, as a di-
rect consequence of the low intensities of the scattered light
being collected, point-excited, point-detected Raman mapping
of a surface may take several hours [16]. This relatively slow
data acquisition rate is due in part to the low Raman signal
intensity and in part to the detector readout rates. As a conse-
quence, given the requirement that image acquisition must be
performed by scanning either axially (layer by layer), or laterally
(point by point), the possibility of drift in the system caused by
environmental factors, such as thermal fluctuations, low fre-
quency mechanical vibrations, or gravity is greatly increased,
often leading to image defocusing.
Notwithstanding these physical limitations, the collection
of high-resolution and high-precision images to provide both
chemical and topographic mapping simultaneously remains
an important challenge across the engineering, physical, chemi-
cal, and biomedical sciences [17–19]. As a consequence,
the combinations of scanning probe microscopy (SPM) and
Raman scattering [20–27], including atomic force microscopy
(AFM)-Raman, scanning near-field optical microscopy
(SNOM)-Raman, and tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
(TERS), have been used to successfully achieve accurate chemi-
cal and topographic mapping with excellent lateral resolutions
of as small as 0.3–15 nm. However, unlike far-field optical
methods including those used for Raman microscopies (see
Fig. 1), these probe-based techniques require coupling of a
scanned probe and laser, making it difficult to achieve accurate
in situ topographic and Raman measurements. In addition,
such measurements cannot be performed for samples with high
aspect ratios.
In this paper, we now present differential-confocal con-
trolled Raman microscopy (DCCRM) as an innovative fusion
of differential confocal microscopy and Raman spectroscopy
that not only significantly improves the axial focusing resolu-
tion but also enhances both the stability and speed of scanning
[28]. We also implement a super-resolution image restoration
technology to improve the lateral resolution of the performance
of DCCRM for topographic imaging. To enable this, we not
only collect the scattered Raman light but also capture both the
Rayleigh light and reflected light (which are normally aban-
doned in existing confocal Raman systems).
The differences between conventional CRM and DCCRM
are illustrated by the characteristic axial response curves for
both techniques in Figs. 1(c) and 1(e). We also provide a sche-
matic illustration of the light path for DCCRM in Fig. 2, show-
ing the use of separate optical paths optimized for both the
Raman scattered light and the Rayleigh light (including
the Rayleigh scattering and reflected light). This details how
the Rayleigh light is split into two optical paths that pass
through separate confocal pinholes situated symmetrically
above and below the focus of a corresponding imaging lens
(labelled PL, Fig. 2), providing a differential measurement
of the variation in the Rayleigh light intensity with axial dis-
tance z. By using the same excitation source coupled with si-
multaneous detection from the two light pathways, we ensure
that there is a point-to-point (synchronous) correspondence of
microdomain topography (with high spatial resolution) and
chemical information (at close to the theoretical resolution).
Importantly, by removing the need for axial scanning to main-
tain focus, the technique also provides faster scanning speeds
with the necessary focus stability, required to acquire high-
fidelity three-dimensional images.
2. METHOD
A. Differential-Confocal Controlled Raman
Microscopy
As stated, the DCCRM system [Fig. 2(a)] comprises a differ-
ential confocal system (as the reflected light path from the
notch filter) and a confocal Raman spectroscopy system (as
the transmitted path through the notch filter). The Rayleigh
light and Raman scattered light arriving from the sample are
split using a notch filter, with the Rayleigh light (which is
not usually used in a conventional CRM) entering a differential
confocal system.
As a consequence of the high Rayleigh light intensity, two
small pinholes (10 μm in diameter) are arranged, with one
placed in front of the focal plane and one behind the focal plane
(with the same offset). This arrangement was used to construct
a differential confocal system, enabling highly accurate and pre-
cise axial focusing for both the Rayleigh light and Raman scat-
tered light from the same excitation source, and a theoretical
lateral resolution improvement of 1.2-fold, compared with
using a single large pinhole optimized for the confocal
Raman system [10]. Simultaneously, Raman scattered light en-
ters the confocal Raman spectroscopy system, enabling
synchronized Raman imaging, topographic imaging, and focus
tracking. Interestingly, we note that an extra mirror can also be
added between the nonpolarizing beam splitter (NPBS) and the
Fig. 1. Laser beam focus. (a) The laser beam is focussed at O.
(b) Cross section of the beam at positions A, A 0 and B, B 0 away from
the focus; (c) confocal axial response curve for a conventional CRM,
where R is the position of maximum intensity, corresponding to the
focus position O; (d) confocal axial response curve for a confocal mi-
croscope, where, again, M is the maximum position of the curve cor-
responding to the focus O; (e) differential confocal axial response
curve, where the zero-crossing position Z, of the curve corresponds
to the focus O. In (c)–(e), u is the normalized axial coordinate and
I is the axial response intensity. RC, response curve.
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notch filter to adjust the angle of the notch filter, so providing
opportunities for different applications that may include studies
on polarization or low wavenumber analysis.
The DCCRM spectroscopy system enables two detection
modes: a zero-cross trigger mode and a nonaxial scanning
mode. In the zero-cross trigger mode, the differential confocal
curve ID (Fig. 2) is obtained. Here the zero-crossing point of
the differential confocal curve accurately corresponds to the
focus of the objective [28]. High-accuracy focus positioning
can be achieved, with the minimum position of the focal spot
accurately captured, leading to an improved spatial resolution.
To understand the nonaxial scanning mode, we show
[Fig. 2(b)] the magnitude of the sensing signal I S of the
DCCRM system, with the confocal curves IA and IB and their
corresponding output signals IAx, y and IBx, y. The sensing
curve I S and the sensing signal I Sx, y are shown as Fig. 2(b)
and Eq. (1), respectively, with the sensing function f being
generated from the curve fitting of the differential confocal
curve of the DCCRM system (the sensing interval V shows a
linear characteristic). Note that the use of I S can eliminate the
impact of multiplicative noise on differential signal. This ena-
bles the sample height to be calculated according to Eq. (2):
I Sx, y 
IAx, y − IBx, y
IAx, y  IBx, y
, (1)
Z x, y  f I Sx, y: (2)
Thus, for samples with low aspect ratios, with topography
within the range of the depth of focus, chemical mapping can
be carried out using the nonaxial scanning mode.
The sensing characteristics of DCCRM are such that the
technique only requires scanning of one layer to reconstruct
the image. This leads to a significant increase in the scanning
speed, when compared to conventional CRM, which often
requires “multilayer” scanning. For samples where peak-to-
trough heights extend beyond the depth of focus we use focus
tracking to extend the range of the nonaxial scanning mode,
further enhancing our large-area, fast scanning capability.
In addition, we also implemented a maximum posterior al-
gorithm based upon the Poisson–Markov model (MPMAP)
[29], enabling image restoration to improve the lateral resolu-
tion, as detailed in our previous study [30]. The iterative kernel
of this algorithm is shown in Eq. (3):
f n1ij  f nij · exp

p

d ij
H ⊗ f nij
− 1

Hij − α
∂
∂f ij
U f n

,
(3)
where * is a correlation operator, d is the degraded image, f is
the target image, H is the system PSF, α is the balance factor,
p is a step factor that controls the convergence behavior and
speed of the algorithm, U f  is the energy function within
the Geman–McClure model where a penalty function is used,
and i and j refer to pixel index.
B. Laser Differential-Confocal Controlled Raman
Microscope
As stated, in our DCCRM, pinholes PHA and PHB [Fig. 2(a)]
are placed either side of the focus plane of the pinhole lens,
enabling us to implement a laser differential-confocal con-
trolled Raman microscope. A diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS)
laser (532 nm, Samba, Colbolt, Sweden) was used as the
Fig. 2. Differential-confocal controlled Raman microscopy. (a) Schematic of DCCRM where PH is the pinhole, NPBS (R/T: 2/8) and NPBSD
(R/T: 5/5) are the nonpolarizing beam splitters, PL is the pinhole lens, and RL is the Raman lens. (b) The differential confocal sensing curve, where u
is the normalized axial coordinate, illustrating the linear characteristic of the response of I S over the interval V .
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excitation source, with a 100× objective (NA  0.9, Olympus,
Japan). A piezo-actuated objective scanner (P-725, Physik
Instrumente, Germany) was used to perform axial scanning and
focusing, with two 10 μm pinholes (PH-10, Newport, USA) to
construct the differential confocal system.
The Rayleigh light and Raman light were separated with the
notch filter (LPD01-532RU-25, Semrock, USA) shown in
Fig. 2(a). A spectrometer (Tianjin Gangdong Technology Co.,
Ltd., LRS-5) equipped with a CCD (DU-416 A-LCD-DD,
Andor, UK) was used for collecting the Raman signal. The
sample was mounted on an XY piezo-motorized stage
(P-542.2CD, Physik Instrumente, Germany) to enable scan-
ning. Data were collected on a bespoke Visual Studio 2010 pro-
gram written in C++ and were exported into MATLAB for
analysis and display.
C. Sample Characterization
To demonstrate the resolution, accuracy, and precision of the
system, model metrology samples were used including a stan-
dard etched calibration grating (TGXYZ02, Mikromasch) and
an aluminum mirror (GCC-102102, Daheng Optics, China).
The standard grating consisted of a Si substrate and a SiO2
overlayer, with height of 100 nm, patterned with 5 μm periodic
lines. The sample was also characterized by AFM measure-
ments as a gold-standard reference (Dimension 3100 Atomic
Force Microscope, Veeco, USA); Fig. 3.
In order to verify the antidrift capability of the system, we
also used a custom-made grating to compare the performance
of Raman scanning in CRM and DCCRMmodes. This sample
was fabricated on a Si substrate with an overlayer of 135 nm
thick aluminum patterned with 5 μm periodic lines. During the
experiments, the Z stage was stepped by 3 μm, with scanning
sizes of 25.6 μm × 6.4 μm and x, y scanning steps of 400 nm;
Fig. 4. Finally, in order to show the application of the
DCCRM, synchronous Raman mapping with topographical
imaging was performed on an MX84521FP chip, with an x,
y scanning range of 9.6 μm × 9.6 μm and a scanning step of
150 nm. Samples were also characterized by AFM.
3. RESULTS
A. Spatial Resolution Performance
Initially, the aluminummirror was used to characterize the axial
focusing resolution of the system. The objective lens was ad-
justed to the focus (determined by the zero point in the differ-
ential confocal response curve) and the objective was then
moved in 1 nm steps in the axial direction, driven by the
piezo-actuated objective scanner. The signal obtained by the
differential confocal system is shown in Fig. 3(a). As the objec-
tive is gradually defocused, the signal intensity reduced, giving a
clear step profile with an axial focusing resolution of ∼1 nm.
Similarly, for the Raman imaging system a custom grating sam-
ple was characterized. Again, the objective was moved to the
focus setting as the zero point, and the objective moved in steps
of 100 nm axially, driven by the piezo-actuated objective
scanner. The signal obtained by the confocal Raman system
Fig. 3(b), clearly shows the step profile, indicating a spectral
axial focusing resolution of the system of at least 100 nm.
In addition, the topography of the standard grating (details
in the Sample Characterization section) was measured at steps
of 100 nm over an xy range of 10 μm × 10 μm; see Fig. 3(c).
The measured height of the sample was estimated as
110	 6.3 nm by the DCCRM system, with the correspond-
ing height measured by AFM being 107	 1 nm; Fig. 3(d).
We also employed an MPMAP image restoration algorithm,
the results of which are shown as the green curve in Fig. 3(d).
Figure 3(d) also shows the comparison of DCCRM, imple-
menting image restoration (SDCCRM) and AFM for the same
cross-sectional profile extracted from the row indicated by the
red arrow in Fig. 3(c) (where a–b is in the range of 10%–90%
of the receding profile). The horizontal distance a–b from the
DCCRM system (red) was measured as 265 nm; that distance
a 0–b 0 (green) was improved to 220 nm using the image resto-
ration method, while that of AFM a 0 0-b 0 0 (blue) was 157 nm.
The results illustrate that with image restoration, the lateral res-
olution of DCCRM for topographic imaging is ∼220 nm.
B. Antidrift Performance
Traditional optical confocal microscopes provide the highest
optical resolution (the intensity of the reflected light has a maxi-
mum at the focus with relatively small changes in intensity if
the sample is slightly closer or further from the objective).
However, such instruments are unable to unequivocally recog-
nize and compensate for any defocus due to drift (for example,
software-based drift compensation algorithms rely upon taking
a series of intensity measurements at different axial distances to
find the “sharpest” image). This phenomenon is shown in
Fig. 1(d), where the maximal nature of the intensity-defocus
position plot means that simply measuring the value of the in-
tensity gives no indication of the direction of defocus at points
near the maximum, making its use as an error signal in focusing
problematic.
Fig. 3. Axial focusing resolution measurements. Result of axial fo-
cusing resolution measurement (a) in the differential confocal configu-
ration and (b) in the confocal Raman configuration; (c) 3D profile of
the standard grating. (d) Comparison of the cross-sectional profile ob-
tained with DCCRM, with image restoration (SDCCRM) and with
AFM of the standard grating in (c), in which the DCCRM profile was
extracted from data marked by the red arrow in (c).
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In order to compensate for drift, we designed a system where
the sample was continuously (actively) repositioned so that the
optical image stayed in focus at the same place in the field of
view of the imaging camera. We verified the antidrift capability
of the system using a custom-made grating sample (details sup-
plied in the Sample Characterization section) to perform
Raman scanning in CRM and DCCRM modes, respectively;
see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). It can be seen from Fig. 4(a) that since
the CRM cannot operate focus tracking, the system becomes
disturbed by a “step” at point A. The image becomes defocused
and, as a consequence, the Raman intensity suddenly drops by
∼70% and the lateral spatial resolution also becomes worse.
Figure 4(b) shows comparable results for imaging in DCCRM
mode, where the differential confocal system for focus tracking
results in the image staying in focus regardless of the sudden
movement of the Z stage with no apparent axial “jump”
nor a step change in the profile within the axial direction—with
the resulting image being consistent with the actual sample
topology.
C. Topographic Imaging and Raman Mapping
Reconstruction Performance
Within semiconductor device fabrication, following the opti-
mization of a manufacturing process for a chip or device,
the geometry, composition, and stress of the microstructured
materials are assessed (as these often determine both lifetime
and performance). In situ topographic imaging and chemical
mapping of such semiconductor structures is thus of great sig-
nificance for quality assurance, as this detailed analysis provides
insight into both the working and failure mechanisms (with the
overall aim of improving fabrication yields and lifetime). As an
illustration, we used DCCRM to image the MX84521FP chip,
commonly used in home computing and shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 5(a) shows a photomicrograph of the chip with the
red dotted line enclosing the region of interest (ROI), relating
to Fig. 5(b), as the corresponding topographic information ob-
tained using DCCRM. Figure 5(c) shows the Raman spectrum
of the chip at point C, within the ROI. The spot size was ca.
1 μm and was focused on a point that has both polymer
composite used in packaging (with a Raman peak at 490 cm−1)
and silicon (519.4 cm−1). Figure 5(d) shows a map of the dis-
tribution of material composition based upon these two Raman
peaks at 490 cm−1 (green) and 519.4 cm−1 (magenta).
Information concerning the stress and strain within layers
within the chip can also be obtained through the analysis
of the peak shifts in the Raman spectra [Fig. 5(e)], enabling
stress and strain distributions to be calculated, according to
Eq. (4) [31–34]:
Δω  qS11  S12  pS12
2ω0
σ, (4)
where Δω is the change in Raman shift, q and p are the phonon
deformation potentials (PDPs) of silicon, S11 and S12 are ele-
ments of the compliance tensor of silicon, ω0 is the Raman shift
Fig. 5. Topographic imaging and Raman mapping of the DCCRM
system. (a) Photographic microscopic image; (b) topographic image;
(c) single Raman spectrum; (d) distribution of material composition
map; (e) shift of the Raman peak map; and (f ) a topographic image
(in x, y, z) and Raman map (in colors) merged. The x, y scanning range
is 9.6 μm × 9.6 μm, with a scanning step of 150 nm.
Fig. 4. Antidrift measurements using our custom-made grating
sample to perform Raman scanning in CRM and DCCRM modes.
(a) Antidrift measurement in CRMmode, measured as the normalized
Raman intensity with a Z step of 3 μm at point A. There is a ∼70%
fall in the normalized Raman intensity due to an abrupt sample de-
focusing event; (b) complementary results showing antidrift measure-
ment in DCCRM mode. The same step in the Z stage occurred at
position B, although there was no defocusing with no consequent
decrease in the normalized Raman intensity. During the experiments,
the Z stage was stepped at points A and B. The scanning sizes
were 25.6 μm × 6.4 μm, and the x, y scanning step was 400 nm.
Note: Raman intensity is normalized.
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of stress-free silicon, and σ is the stress. As stated, this knowl-
edge can reveal important information for optimizing manufac-
turing protocols and for quality assurance by helping to predict
failure mechanisms and quantify the stress between thin films
used in the fabrication of multilayer integrated circuits.
As the DCCRM system uses the same excitation spot for
Rayleigh light confocal imaging as it does for Raman scattering
in the confocal Raman system, the topographic image precisely
matches the distribution of material in the composition map,
point by point. By merging the two maps [Fig. 5(f )], a
composite image containing information on both the topo-
graphic information [in x, y, z, with z measured as the height
in micrometers (μm)] and the material composition (in colors)
can be obtained [where magenta represents the distribution of
silicon, green represents the polymer composite, and white is
the mixed region where both polymer and silicon are present,
e.g., point C in Fig. 5(a)]. By using Rayleigh light for accurate
axial focusing, the drift in the system is sufficiently buffered
from environmental disturbance, meaning that the image is
always in focus, without introducing errors due to defocusing,
despite the image taking ∼100 min to collect.
4. DISCUSSION
Conventional CRM is traditionally configured with a single
optical path both for the topographic imaging and Raman de-
tection. In order to collect sufficient Raman signals, such mi-
croscopes use a large pinhole, leading to poor focus sensitivity
and reduced axial and lateral resolution [10]. We demonstrate
that we can improve the performance of confocal Raman by
using the technique of differential confocal microscopy, which
we combine with confocal Raman spectroscopy to enhance
scan speed, spatial resolution, and to provide an antidrift ability.
In contrast to the use of a static single pinhole in a conven-
tional confocal microscope or CRM, we split the Rayleigh light
from the sample through two independent small pinholes, one
placed in front of the focal plane and one behind the focal plane
(with the same offset). By combing the two signals from these
pinholes we can measure the optical defocus of the signal and
either use it directly as a measure of the topography of the sam-
ple or as an error signal for closed-loop mechanical adjustment
of focus.
When the two signals are combined and the optical defocus
of the signal is used as a measure of surface topography, this
configuration enables a nonaxial scanning mode as shown in
Fig. 3(c) for a grating structure with a depth of ∼100 nm.
The system also enables an alternative mode where we combine
the two signals as an error signal for closed-loop mechanical
adjustment of focus as shown in Fig. 4.
As stated, the technique not only has a strong antidrift
capability but also shows a ∼1 nm axial focusing resolution
and fast speed, both demonstrated by stepping the objective
scanner (Fig. 3) in an image collected in <120 s. We also show
that we can simultaneously obtain topography and Raman
data, including Raman shifts (Fig. 5). In the future this capabil-
ity could be used to build images that quantify the stress
between thin films and in process optimization during fabrica-
tion of multilayer integrated circuits [31–34]. Finally, we also
note that in this current configuration, we have focused on
improvement in axial drift, which, due to the influence of envi-
ronmental factors, including gravity, vibration, and tempera-
ture, is most significant, in order to enable the quantitative
analysis of the Raman signals. We propose that, in future work,
we will also address the important topic of reducing lateral drift,
which will have an impact on imaging of nanoscale features.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, DCCRM enables the accurate and precise in situ
Raman mapping combined with synchronous topographic im-
aging, providing high spatial resolution, fast scan speeds, and
antidrift capability. The technique provides images rich in
chemical information, opening up new applications in the
physical and chemical sciences and biomedicine. DCCRM
may also provide specific applications in materials engineering
and quality assurance (including those in assessing material
stress) where topographical imaging could be combined with
the corresponding subsurface Raman data.
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